


The 1st campaign of the 

Grenelle Environnement.

A program in the line of the 

previous three-year 

campaign launched in 2004.

Our new campaign 

«Energy savings»



A campaign for acting

around 3 concomitant levers :

Set the actions to do on each moment of everyday 

life2

Show the double benefit of action 

« I save on my bill and I win on my quality of life »3

Explain and communicate on all the new measures 

and solutions11

Our new campaign



« I only have good reasons to act, so what 
am I waiting for? »

« There are 

numerous measures 

and solutions for me 

to act. »

« I can do it 

anytime. »

« I win twice. »

Our new campaign

A central concept calling on the  

common sense of each one of us 



Logical arguments which coordinates the messages 

depending on the different life stages : 

Moving 

Living

Equiping oneself

Daily consuming

Our new campaign



A promotional rendering relying on a 

binary creative lever :

« I can do it… I can’t do it »

Clear et conclusive

Systematically drawing a parallel display between what the positiv 

(what I can do) and the negativ (what I can’t do)

Appealling to everybody’s common sens, but neither compelling nor 

making people feeling guilty.

Ou new campaing 





A « thread » character 

who is at the same time 

an adviser and a 

personification of the 

average person.



A three-year action composed with 3 complementary parts 

including :

+ 

partenaires

The media campaign

The information 

campaign

The mobilization campaign 

on the fieldwork



A website with a twofold goal : giving 

access to the essential information

(measures, behaviours, definitions…) 

while creating bonds with existing 

information sources (links with 

ADEME’s, EIE’s websites)

A dedicated website

www.faisonsvite.fr

http://www.faisonsvite.fr

http://www.faisonsvite.fr/


The Partnership system

Mobilization actions of partners (companies, regional 

authorities, associations…)

Specific actions for building contractors

The promotion of the « Espace Info Energie » network


